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We are pleased to share the news that Sherry Tucker,
CFO and President of WellLife Network, is featured in

the latest annual report from Mutual of America. In the report,
Tucker speaks about the recent merger of PSCH Inc. and

Pederson-Krag Center and the impact it had on the retirement

plan for WellLife Network.

“What came out very clearly in this process is that Mutual
of America is an extremely strong partner,” Tucker said.
“Out of their long experience working with nonprofits, they
appreciate and respect the important work we do. They also
appreciate our need to be very careful about how we
allocate our resources.”

A Partner that Understands Our Needs
and Those of Our Staff

Mutual of America assisted WellLife Network in providing our

employees with a systematic plan for saving for their retirement.

They also helped us to ensure that the plan would be understood

and well received so that our employees would know how much

we value them.

One of the things that has been remarkable throughout our

relationship with Mutual of America, which goes back to 1987,

is their customer service — they have always gone above and

beyond what we’ve experienced with other companies. When we

needed to educate employees about the plan changes that were

coming with the merger, the Mutual of America Regional Office

team conducted meeting after meeting at each of our 50+

locations, making certain that our staff of 1,800 was well

informed and understood the benefit and had their questions

addressed. It was handled beautifully.

You can read the full story and see a video interview with Sherry

Tucker at the following links:
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